
MALE LEGALLY BLONDE COSTUME BREAKDOWN 
FYI this is 1990’s 
 
CHARACTER COSTUME THEY NEED TO 

PROVIDE 
COSTUMES MHS/CSDA 
WILL PROVIDE 

FRAT BOYS 90’s over-the-top spring break outfit. 
(tank top, board shorts, or baseball cap, t-
shirt, shorts, or street rat wanna be MTV 

 

HARVARD 
STUDETNS 

Go one of two ways. Conservative 
preppy or alternative “save the world” or 
“computer kid”. You need a back pack, 
or folder and book to bring to class. 

 

TAKE IT LIKE 
A MAN MALL 
SHOPPERS 

/ben and Axel- you are shopping with 
your girl friends- anything you’d like 

 

TAKE IT LIKE 
A MAN STORE 
EMPLOYEES 

All guys in white button up shirts with a 
tie and black slacks with black dress 
shoes.  

We will provide all the 
store clothes BUT if you 
have things in your closet 
or your dads closet you 
don’t wear, PLEASE bring 
them in! we need a lot of 
items 

COURTROOM 
ONLOOKERS 

Dressed as students or on lookers.  

COURTROOM 
REPORTERS 

Suits or shirts with tie/ slacks  

PADAMAN Rich foreign guy. This is a QUICK 
CHANGE! So whatever pants you pick 
for Prof P should be the same. Lets add a 
jacket here and a mustache and aviator 
glasses  

Graduation robe 

AARON Young kid genius. Jeans, t-shirt, puffy 
jacket or vest, and back wards hat 
optional. Needs a back pack 

Graduation Robe 

CALLAHAN 1) opening school day suit or 
sweater with slacks 

2) posting the list, mix up the top if 
you can 

3) suit for the trial act 2 

 

WARNER 1) grey shiny suit, dress shoes, sun 
glasses 

2) casual “preppy” outfit for Harvard 
3) if you can change up the shirt for 

the party/list 
4) first day of work on the trial 
5) back to the suit at the end 

 



EMMETT 1) day one Harvard- jeans, t-shirt- 
jacket, briefcase satchel 

2) change it up a bit for “chip” if you 
can 

3) add corduroy jacket for act 2 
4) suit for the end 

Graduation Robe 

GRAND 
MASTER 
CHAD 

Over the top 90’s MTV wanna be  

ELLE’S 
FATHER 

Golf pro- over the top pants, shirt, 
sweater on shoulders, gold shoes 

Golf club and bag 

PROF LOWELL Suit or sweater and slacks  
PROF 
PFORZHIEMER 

Suit or sweater and slacks (quick change 
into PADAMAN!) 

 

KIKI Flaming out fit or something fitted  
NIKKOS Over the top silk printed shirt, tight 

fitting shinny pants, pointy shoes 
 

CARLOS flaming outfit or tight t-shirt with some 
kind of symbols on it, with tight pants.  

 

COURTROOM 
BALLIF (JOJO) 

 We will rent you one 

   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
 


